
CollegeFootballGeek.com’s Top 10 Fantasy Tight Ends for 2015 
 
 
1. Jonnu Smith, Florida International – The consensus No. 1 tight end in college fantasy 
football, Smith is literally the only consistent receiving threat for FIU. Double-digit touchdowns 
are the expectation in 2015 with improved quarterback play.  
 
2. Stephen Anderson, California – Anderson was designated as a wide receiver last year, 
posting a 46-661-5 statline. Now, he makes the move over to tight end. If he can match his 
seemingly average totals from 2014, he could go from being a No. 110-120 ranked wide 
receiver to a Top 5 tight end. In the potent Cal passing attack, Anderson presents great upside. 
 
3. Cam Serigne, Wake Forest – Wake Forest was pitiful on offense in 2014, but found one 
building block for the future in Cam Serigne who led the team in all receiving categories as a 
freshman. How the rest of the offense develops in Year 2 of the Dave Clawson era will 
determine if Serigne can duplicate the success in his sophomore year.  
 
4. Bucky Hodges, Virginia Tech – Hodges recorded 45 receptions a year ago, the most ever 
by a Virginia Tech freshman tight end. He is a massive red-zone target at 6’7” and will be 
heavily-featured once again in the Hokies’ passing attack. 10 touchdowns is a very attainable 
output in Hodges’ sophomore season.   
 
5. Rodney Mills, Massachusetts – A converted tight end after spending time at receiver his 
first two seasons, Mills had 30 receptions and five touchdowns as the backup to Jean Sefrin. 
With Sefrin departing early to the NFL, Mills will have the position all to himself in 2015.  
 
6. Austin Hooper, Stanford – Stanford has a number of viable options at tight end, but Hooper 
is, by far, the best of the bunch. The junior tight end managed 40 receptions for 499 yards and 
two scores in a down season by quarterback Kevin Hogan and the Cardinal offense. If Hogan 
can bounce back in 2015, Hooper’s numbers will undoubtedly improve.  
 
7. David Grinnage, NC State – Just take a brief look at who makes up the receiving corps for 
NC State and you will know why we like David Grinnage so much. The 6’5” junior tight end was 
a trusted target for quarterback Jacoby Brissett and was often targeted in the red-zone as his 
team-leading five touchdown receptions show. Grinnage was named NC State’s most improved 
player last year and we see no reason why he cannot expand his production in 2015. 
 
8. Evan Engram, Ole Miss – Only thing keeping Engram from being higher on this list is the 
questions at quarterback for the Rebels. Other than that, Engram is a stud and presents major 
matchup problems for opposing defenses – often going against undersized corners or slower 
linebackers lining up in the slot.  
 
9. Hunter Henry, Arkansas – Much like at running back, the Hogs are deep at tight end with 
Hunter Henry leading the way with 37 receptions and 513 yards – good for second on the team. 
Where we would like to see an improvement is Henry finding the end-zone more in 2015. Two 
touchdowns a season ago does not compute for such a big-bodied target that should be a 
nightmare in the red-zone.  
 
10. Jake Roh, Boise State – Similar to Engram, quarterback concerns are handicapping Roh 
from appearing higher on our rankings. As a redshirt freshman, Roh was fourth on the team in 



receptions (35), and it wouldn’t surprise us if he becomes a safety valve for whoever takes over 
for Grant Hedrick as the starting QB. 	  


